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eager beavers
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The farmer whose land these
beavers were filmed on says
they could reduce flooding.

Lydia: R Snow/OCEARCH; beaver: APEX

sharks just tip
of china crisis

A
First Scotland, now England –
beavers are coming back.

A small breeding population
of beavers exists in the wild in
England, probably for the first
time since the 12th century. The
family of three has been filmed
on the River Otter in East Devon
following regular sightings by
locals over the past two years.
There are numerous captive
beavers in England (in Devon
and Kent, for example), plus two
wild populations in Scotland (in

Knapdale and on the River Tay).
Nobody knows where Devon’s
wild beavers originated, and
Devon Wildlife Trust has called
for them to be left alone and
monitored “to learn lessons about
their impact on the landscape”.
● Don’t miss the feature on British
beavers in our May issue, out 7 May.

+ find out more

Watch the footage here: www.
bbc.co.uk/news/uk-englanddevon-26365127

culls ‘inhumane
and ineffective’
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Leaked reports of the assessment and
The proportion of
monitoring of last year’s pilot badger culls
badgers that took more
than five minutes to
have demonstrated that the policy should
die after being shot
be abandoned because it’s inhumane and
in last year’s culls.
ineffective, campaigners have claimed. The
reports show that one in six badgers took longer than five minutes
to die, while at least two badgers were shot, wounded and had to
be shot again. As BBC Wildlife went to press, Defra had not yet
ruled out expanding the cull this year, as originally planned.

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
A total of 413 species have become extinct in
England during the past 200 years, according
to the Species Recovery Trust. They include
some, such as the great auk, that no longer
survive anywhere in the world, and others
like the wildcat, still found in Scotland and
much of Europe, Africa and Asia. Most of
the species are insects. Visit www.species
recoverytrust.org.uk for more information.
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four-year
investigation by
the environmental
group WildLifeRisk has
revealed that a staggering
600 whale sharks are
being processed in a single
factory near Wenzhou,
south-east China, every
year. It’s one of the largest
wholesale slaughters of an
internationally protected
species on the planet – yet
this factory is probably just
one of many.
We all know
that China is the
world’s largest
consumer of
endangered
wildlife and that
it openly flouts
national and
international
conservation
legislation. But
the scale of the
onslaught beggars belief.
Countless tens of
millions of sharks are
killed every year to feed
the demand for shark-fin
soup, while at least 20
million (possibly as many
as 150 million) seahorses
are taken from the wild
every year for Traditional
Chinese Medicine.
China imports as
much as 70 per cent of
the world’s illegal ivory
and is largely to blame
for the soaring demand
for rhino horn. It is by
far the largest market for
illicit tiger parts and, more
recently, has been driving

pressure on declining
lion populations. It still
has about 100 bear-bile
farms, housing more than
10,000 moon bears, and
is the largest consumer
of illegal timber.
Given that 250 million
new Chinese middle-class
consumers could enter the
market for endangered
wildlife products over the
next decade, the outlook
is undeniably bleak.
However, there are signs

EVERY YEAR A
STAGGERING 600
whale sharks
are processed
in a factory
near wenzhou.
of progress. A few months
ago China destroyed more
than six tonnes of seized
ivory; shark-fin soup has
been banned from state
banquets; and some
websites have stopped
trading in endangered
wildlife. Meanwhile
everyone, from the Duke
of Cambridge and David
Beckham to Chinese
basketball player Yao Ming
and film star Li Bingbing,
is speaking out.
But how long can we
keep endangered wildlife
populations alive while we
wait for attitudes to change?
The clock is ticking.

Mark Carwardine is a zoologist, photographer, writer,
conservationist and BBC TV presenter.
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